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"FUNCTIONAL NERVOUS DISORDER" is a loose and decidedly
unsatisfactory term, employed to designate hysteria,
neurasthenia, and a number of other closely allied con-

ditions. It is, indeed, rapidly falling into disuse, and its
place is being taken by another term more in accord with
modern views concerning the nature and etiology of the
disorders in question. The newer name is " psycho-
neurosis," and behind the change in nomenclature there
lies a wide-reaching revolutionl in our conception of these
conditions. This revolution in thought, and tlhe radical
alteration in methods of treatment which has naturally
resulted from it, form the subject of the present lecture.

DEVELOPMENT OF -THE CONCHPTION OF "PSYCCHONBURosrEs."
During mediaeval and earlier times the phenomena of

hysteria and neurasthlenia were explained by conceptions
which have now merely an Iiistorical interest. Suell, for

instance, was the hypotlesis that ascribed hysteria to the
'wanderings of the uterus about the body-a hypothesis
to which hysteria owes its name. During the nineteenth
century, however, the views lheld with regard to these
disorders crystallized into a form consistent with the
outlook of scientific medicine, and a: conception developed
which may be described as follows. Hysteria, neurasthenia,
and similar conditions are affections of the nervous system
characterized only by alterations in function, and not by
any discernible structural lesion, but due to causes similar
in kind to tllose producing other forms of disease. It is
to thlis couception, of course, that the term "functional
nervous disease" owes its origin. Now the modern con-

ception of tlho psychoneuroses departs fundamentally
from the view just described in that it believes these
conditions to be tile result, not merely of causes -similar
in kind to those producing otlher forms of disease, but of
,ciauses which play a relatively insignificant part in the
field of general medicine-namely, mental or psychic
factors. Tlle first definite advance in this direction was

made by Charcot when hie demonstrated the part played
by " ideas " in the causation of the symptoms of hysteria.
During the last quarter of the nineteenth and tlhe early
years of the present century this psychogenic theory, as

we may call it, underwent a great development in the
hlands of the workers who succeeded Charcot, amongst
wlhom may be mentioned particularly Janet and Dejerine
in France, Dubois and Jung in Switzerland, and Freud
in Austria. The theories and practice of these and other
investigators llave diverged from one another in so many

respects that it is easy to overlook tlle essential fact that
they are onie and all built upon a common basis. Never-
tlheless, this common basis undoubtedly exists, and it is
constituted precisely by that psychogenic theory whose
advent we have described. It may be expressed as

follows.
The psychoneitroses, comprising hysteria, neurasthenia,

antd other allied conditions formerly termed futnctional
-nervous disorders, are the result of causes amonzgst 'which
'wental or p8ych(oloyical factorsjplay a predominant part.
During the early years of the present century the psycho-

gonic tlheory was adopted by most of the workers wlio
devoted tllemselves to the study of this branch of medicine,
and our experience of the vast crop of functional disorders
whicll developed duriing the war has so amply confirmed
and strengtlhened it that it has now been accepted by tile

great majority of those qualified to express an opinion on

tile subject. It underlies practically all modern formUs
of treatnment, and the consequences of its acdeptance are

so momentous tllat it is niecessary to grasp firmuly it&

significance and to appreciabe accurately its scope and
limitations.
To begin with, it does not mean that psychical causes

alone are concerned in the etiology of the psychoneuroses,
and t-hat physical causes play no part. On the contrary,
such factors as fatigue, the toxic and other effects of
illnesses, the physiological disturbances produced by hligh
explosives, may clearly lhave considerable etiological
importance, and one condition of probably very great
moment in the production of the psychoneuroses, "con-
stitational predisposition," can hardly be conceived in
otlher than physical terms. It is only implied that,
althouglh both physical and psyclhical causes may co-
operate in producing a psychoneurosis, the latter play an
essential part, so essential a part that if they can be
removed or modified the psychoneurosis itself will be
removed or modified. Nor does tlle psychogenic theory
mean that the causes we now call psvehical, emotional
disturbances, mental conflicts, and so forth, may not
ultimately be capable of expre-sion in anatomical and
physiological language. It is only maintained that, in tho
present state of our knowledge, we can express these
processes in psychological terms, and explain them by
psychological laws, mtuch more profitably than by the
conceptions of anatomy and physiology. More profitably,
because by treatnment based on these psychological laws
we can mould the cnain of causation so that the morbid
condition disappears, and thereby achieve that practical
result which is the aim- of all scientific method.

Psychotherapy and its Methods.
If we accept tlle psychogenic theory of the psycho-

neuroses our methods of treatment will obviously be pro-
foundly affected thereby, because therapeutics is neces-
sarily dependent upon etiology, and if we regard the
psychoneuroses as due in large part to psychical causes,
then our treatment must be one which aims at the
removal or modification of those causes. Now it is cloar
that if we have to deal with psychological causes we must
employ psychological methods-that is to say, we must
practise some form or other of psycbstherapy. This
recognition of the place of psychotherapy in the sphere
of the psychoneuroses constitutes the essential feature of
modern methods of treatment.
We must pass on to consider, therefore, the procedures

of psychotherapy and how they may be applied to the
psychoneuroses. There is a common impression that
psychotherapy is synonymous with suggestion, and that
suggestion is the only weapon with which we may deal
witlh psychological conditions. This impression is, of
course, altogetlher erroneous, for suggestion is only one
weapon, and by no means the most important or the most
widely applicable. A more painstaking inquiry into the
subject seems to reveal, indeed, a great multiplicity of
methods, and a number of schools of thought so widely
different from one another in theory and practicoe
that one is tempted to believe that there are
almost as many methods as there are writers. WVe
find authors who advocate the emplovment of suggestion,
some employing Ilypnosis, others suggestion by the aid of
electrical contrivances or other means. We id authors
who repudiate suggestion as useless or harmful, and who
practise persuasion and re-education, endeavouring to
attain their ends by logical argument with their patients.
Other schools regard both these metlhods as inefficient, and
insist that it is necessary to carry out more or less pro-
found analyses of the patient's mind in order to alter its
funCtioning. Of these latter one school in particular-the
psycho-analysts-have devised elaborate procedures, based
on certain theories of the nature of mental processes, which
they hold to be essential in the treatment of these cases.
These divergences in thought and practice, important
though they -no doubt are, nevertheless are not so funda-
mental as they at first sight appear to be. All psycho-
tllerapeutic procedures are necessarily based on the
psyclhogenic theory we lhave described; careful investiga-
tiou slhows tllat they all consist in the employment of a
few basic processes, and the differences between the
various schools resolve themselves largely into differences
concerning the particular causal factors selected for attacL.
It is obviously impossible in a single lecture to consider in
detail the methods and merits of th-ie different schools, and
I shall confine myself here to an attempt to set out the
essential principles of all psychotherapy, and to illustrate
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the application of these principles in certain selected
cases.*

THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOTHERAPY.
As the object to be attained is the removal or alteration

of certain mental factors, it is obvious that every scien-
tifically conceived method of psychotherapy must involve
two processes: Firstly, the ascertainment of the particular
mental factors responsible for the morbid condition; and
secondly, the carrying out of procedures designed to elimi.
nate or modify those factors. These two processes mav be
termed " analysis " and " rectification."

Analysis consists in deducing the nature of the causal
factors from the signs we are able to observe ourselves,
and from the information which the patient is able to give
us, and it necessarily presumes, therefore, a knowledge of
the way in which the mind works, and of the effects which
its workings may produce. That is to say, analysis pre-
sumes a knowledge of psychology and psychopathology.
Sometimes the deduction required is simple, and can be
made by the help of the everyday psychology which
we all possess; in other cases it is complicated and
difficult, and necessitates an expert acquaintance with
psychopathological processes. It must be realized that
the causes in question generally do not lie on the
surface of the mind, but are hiidden, not only from
our immediate observation, but also from the patient's
own introspection. They have to be ascertained by
a process piecisely analogous to that whereby we
deduce, from the signs accessible on the chest wall
and the symptoms displayed by the patient, the
nature of hidden changes occurring in the lungs. In the
psychoneuroses we generally find that the causal factors
occur in layers, as it were-that is to say, analysis first
discloses superficial conditions which are immediately
responsible for the symptoms present, then behind these
deeper lying causes, until ultimately we get back to
emotional disturbances rooted in the interplay of the great
instinctive forces of the mind. How far bacli in this series
analysis has to be carried varies in each individual case,
but it is clear that for efficient treatment it must be carried
sufficiently far back to enable us to modify the causal cllain
so that the disorder is no longer produced. It is also clear
that without this preliminary analysis, without a reason-
able knowledge of the causal conditions present, all
attempts at therapy must be haphazard and inadequate.

Rectification, tlle modification of the causal factors dis-
covered by analysis, may be carried out by the aid of many
different weapons. We may endeavour to alter the mental
processes responsible for the morbid condition by per-
suasion and re-education, or we may mako the patient
clearly cognizant of their nature and action, and teach him
to deal witlh them consciously and efficiently rather than
in the haplhazard manner wllich has produced his neurosis.
Again, we may press into our service all the emotional
forces which can be uitilized to modify these processes,'
either those available in the patient's own inind, such as
his ambitions, interests, self-respect, religion, or those
which can be applied from outside. These last are prac-
tically all included in the conception of "suggestion."
Different schools of psyclhotherapy rely mainly on one or
other of these various methods, but the practising phy-
sician will do well to regard all of them as useful, and to
be employed according to the requiremnents of the indi-
vidual case and the end which we w%ish to attain.
The essential principles of all psychotherapy consist,

then, in tho elucidation of the psychological factors which
play a part in the etiology of the psvehoneurosis, and the
subsequ6nt employment of every weapon wlhichl will serve
to modify the patient's meni processes in the desired
direction. I shall now endeavour to make clear thlie
manner in which thesa general principles are applied in
practice by the description of some typical psychoneurotic
conditions, and the metlhods of treatmuent available for
them.

FUNCTIONAL DYSPEPSIA.
The first case we will consider is tllat of a middlie-aged

woman, who complains that she is only able to take small
quantities of milk and fish, and tllat she suffers from severe
digestive disturbances, pain, and vomiting, if slhe attempts
a more varied diet. Slhe has lost a considerable amount

The relations between the various schools of psychotherapy have
been dealt witlh in a paper by the author entitled 'The Methods of I
Psychotherapy,' Proceedinas of the Iloval Society of Medicine. 1918. 1

of weiglht. Careful examination discloses no evidence of
any organic disease, and we conclude that the condition
is purely functional. In our search for psychological
factors -which may have plaved a part in its causation
we elucidate the following history. Six months ago the
patient lost her husband, and she passed at this time
through a period of great emotional stress. During this
period the digestive disturbances began, and she becamo
apprehensive that some serious organic disease was
present. She gradually devoted more and more atten-
tion to her digestion, carefully testing and observing the
effects of different articles of diet, and cuttilng off thoso
foods wlhich appeared to produce unfavourable results.
Finally slhe reached her present stage in wlhich only milk
and fish are tolerated.
With the aid of some very elementary psychopathological

knowledge the genesis of tllis case can be made clear.
During the period of great emotional stress some digestive
disorder appeared, owing to the normal physiological
effects produced on the secretions by emotional disturb-
ance. The patient's attention became fixed on thiis
phenomenon, and vague apprehensions that some serious
disease was present passed througlh her mind. As a result
she began to be preoccupied with the functions of lier
stomaell, and instituted the phase of testing and observationi
which we have describedl. Now preoccupation of this
kind, with the process of auto-suggestion whieh accom-
panies it, not only breeds a conviction in the patient's
mind that the diaestive organs are deranged, but it actually
tends to derange their functions. What should have beeen
a merely transient phenomeno. therefore becomes fixed, a
vicious circle is set up, and the patient's anxious appre-
hensions concerning the effects of each article of food
inevitably lead to an increasing limitation of diet. Finally,
the stomach acquires tlle lhabit of ouly tolerating, milk
and fisl.

In considering what treatment should be applied to this
case the "layers " of causes wlliclh have to be taken into
account, proceeding from proximate to more remote, are,
firstly, the habit which the stomach has acquired; secondly,
tlhe preoccupations, apprehensions, and auto- suggestions
whliicl have produced this habit, and finally the emotional
disturbances whichi have initiated the chain of causation.
Clearly we have to deal with these various causes, and

generally it will be found profitable to begin with the
second group, the preoccupations and apprehensions. For
this purpose we may employ "persuasion." The nature
of the disorder must be fully explained to tlhe patient, it
must be made clear to her that no organic disease exists,
that her organs are perfectly normal, but that their fune-
tions have been disturbed by the attention to which she
has subjected tlhem, and that as a result of this her
stomach has formed certain bad habits. When the pre-
occupation and suggestion factors have been removed by
these means, attention must next be directed to the habit
factor, and the most suitable weapon here will clearly be
" re-education." The digestive organs have to be educated
to deal once more with a normal diet. Thle guiding prin-
ciple constantly to be lept in view is that the process must
be gradual but continuous. To begin with, the patient is
given the milk and fislh diet to whieh she is accustomed,
but she is informed that meat and other foods will be
gradually added with the object of training the stomachi
back to its former capacities. On the following day a

piece of meat the size of a small pea is added to the fish
meal. Generally tllis will be digested without ill effects,
but should this not be tlle case a still smaller piece is em-
ployed. On tlhe next day a slightly larger quantity of
meat is added, and siimilar additions are made on eacl
successive day. Other articles are introduced according to
the same principle, until a full ordinary diet has been onco
more attained. Usually this end can be achieved witllin
one or two weeks.
Whether or not it is necessary to deal with the moro

remote causes, the emotional disturbances ultimately
responsible for the condition, must be carefully considered
in each individual case. In imany instances these dis-
turbances are of a purely transitory character, and hero
the treatment described wvill be all that is necessary to
achieve a satisfactory result. Occasionally, lowever,
emotional factors of a muore active and persistent type are

present, and these must then be traced out and adjusted
before a stable cure can be effected.
A word of warning may be given here withl regard to a
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danger constantly to be kept in mind by every practitioner.
Psychog6nic disorders are not only capable of being
favourably influencecl by suitably adapted psychological
metlhods of treatment; tlhev are also capable of being
unfavourably influenced by pernicious psychological factors
carelessly and untllinkingly introduced by the practitioner
himself. This daniger is very real in cases of tlle type
just described. Suppose, for example, that we stibmit
our patient to frequent elaborate examinations withlout
assuring her after each suCh examination that its resfilt
conclusively shows that no organic disease is present, tlhat
we discuss before lher the possibilities of ulcer orcarcinoma,
and that we then subject lher to a carefully regulated diet
and a complicated drug therapy. It is easy to see that
treatnent of this kiind, so far from removing the psyclo-
genic factors responsible for the condition, will directly
enlhance and strengtljen tlhem. The patient's apprehen-
sions that shie is really suffering from organic disease will
be confirmed, the prcoccupations will be intensified, tlle
symptoms will become m.ore pronounced, and the difficulties
of subsequent rational treatmen,t greatly increased.

CONVERSION HYSTERIA.
The niame " conversion hlysteria " is applied to a group

of cases eharacterized by obvious bodily disabilities,
including such coh1ditions as functional anaesthesias,
paralyses, contractures, morbid postures and gaits. I will
select for examination a typical case of hysterical muutism,
a disorder whichi is to be regarded as an instance of
functional paralysils.
A soldier was knoclked over and partially buried by the

bursting of a slhell, but did not sustain any discernible
iDjury beyond a few bruiscs. When extricated lhe was
conscious, but dazed and unable to speal. Tlhe confusional
condition rapidly cleared up, but tlhe inability to speak
has persisted, and exhibits tle well-known characters of
hysterical mutism. 'The patient understands everytlhing
said to hiim, and can write, buLt lhe is unable to make any
articulate sound, althouglh he can nove his lips, tongue,
and so fortlh, in any way required of limn.

If we investigate thll psychogenic factors responsible for
i1bis condition, we find that the proximate cause is the
existence in the patient's mind of a certain conviction. He
is convinced that hle cannot speak, and the actual inability
to speak follows from the coinvictiou by a simlple and direct
psychological process. Bellind this proximate cause thler-e
lie a series of more remote causes comprising emotional
disturbances of various kinds, ultimately rootedl in tlhe
great instinctive forces of thle nmind. Th-e nature of these
emotionial factors eannot be dealt witlh here in sufficient
detail to enable themii to be reasonably understood, but it
may be said that fin war psychoneuroses of this type the
predomiinant factor generally consists in an inability on
the part of the patient to a(lapt himself to the situation ill
whiclh he lhas to exist. This situation stimulates intensely
the great forces whlichl may be summed up as the instinct
of self-preservation witlhits concomitant enmotion of fear.
These forces, wlhose unhindered action would lead to tle
individual promptly rem-ovinig himself from the place of
danger, are opposed by otlher almnost equally po-werful
forces-duty, self-respect, discipline, and so fortlh. There
thus arises an intense nental conflict, and this conflict, the
manner in wlhicll it affects tlhe mental organism, and the
patient's inability to deal with it satisfactorily, form the
more fundamental causes responsible for tLe patient's
breakdoxNn.
These two groups of causal factors-the convictioll in

the patient's mina that hle is unablo to speali anid tlhe
more remote emotional disturbances just described-
constitute tlle etiological conditions against which our
treatment must be directed. Tlle proximate cause, tlle
patient's conviction of his disability, can be dealt with by
various methods, tle object of all being to substitute
for the pathogenic conviction one of precisely opposite
character-that is to say, to replace tlle pati,ent's belief
that hie cannot spetak by the belief that lhe can speak.
Suggestion, for example, mnay be employed, eithler by
hypnosis or some othleer meaiis. Tlle patient may be
hypnotized, and while in this state the suggsestion may ho
conveyed to him that lhe is now, and will continue to be,
a.ble to speal; or hle nay be ftiformed that an -electrical
current wviil be passed tlhroughi hiis neck, and that iun-
mediately this is done lhe will recover his voice. In eitlher
;ca,se, if tlle suggestion be -suc,cessful, the conviction that

he can speak is implanted in the patient's mind, and
directly this is achieved the disability will disappear. Or,
again, this end may be attained by the use of persuasion
and re-education, the procedure then being as follows: It
is explained to the patient that examination has shown
that all the organs of speech are perfectly healthj, tllat
he has merely forgotten now to use those organs, and that
it is proposed to teach him how to recover that uise im-
mediately. He is then told tllat if lhe fills his chest,
opens hlis moutlh, and blows out hiis breath, he will make
the sound of " ah." This result follows, of course, in-
evitably. The sound of "e1 " is next produced by
instructing him to open the lips, approximate the
teeth, place the to-ngue against the lower teeth, and
agrain blow out tlle breath. Other vowel sounds can be
similarly taught, and one then passes on to consonants.
Tlie patient is told to close his lips and then to separate
them simartly, blowing out the breath at the same mowent,
tlhereby producing the sound of "pah." By these methods
the patient can be taught to make any required sound, bitt
it is not, of course, necessary to go through all the sounds
in tlhi English language. It must always be remembered
that our aim is merely to destroy tlle patient's conviction
that he cannot speak. This conviction is shaken directly
he makes the first articulate sound, and it is generally
remnoved altogetlher by the time hie has articulated a few
vowels and consonants. He then realizes that his dis-
ability no longer exists, and the capacity for speecIh
returns at the same moment. The method of treat-
ment described tends to produce in the first place an
aphonic and not a voiced speech; but this defect can be
remedied by the employment of simnilar means, and must
not on any account be allowed to persist.
The proximate cause of the disorder hiaving been dealt

with in one of these ways, the question arises as to whether,
and to what extent, it is necessary to attack the more
remote causes. The nature of the latter have been already
explained, a.nd unless tlley also can be removed, it is
obvious that the destruction of the proximate causes, the
breakingy of the chain of causation at its penultimate
link, cannot effect a complete and permanent cure. The
symsptoms will perhaps disappear for the time being, but
the original source persists and a fresh outbreak of the
same or similar symptoms is always possible. Clearly,
tllerefore, efficient treatment requires that these under-
lying emotional disturbances should be adjusted. 'Time
does not permit of any detailed description here of the
metlhods by whicll this end may be attained, but it is
evident that the conflict described in a former paragrapl
wvill lhave to be investigated and an attempt made to adjust
the warring forces involved. This miay be done partly by
making the nature and action of these forces clear to the
patient hlimself and instructing him lhow he may control
them consciously and deliberately, partly by pressing into
service all those emotional forces in the patient's mind--
self-respect, ambition, interest, and so fortlh-which can be
used to aid that coutrol. In many,cases of the type now
under consideration we shall find that the patient's coin-
stitution is Sucl that it cannot dleal with the stresses of
Nvar, and adjustment will then only be possible by altering
the envirounment in wlicih he has to live-that is to say,
lie must cease to be a soldier.
The princilJles dealt with above enable us to understand

tlle wcll-knowni clinical observation that, though it is easy
to remove lhysterical symptoms, it is difficult to ensure that
relapses and tlle outbreak of freslh sympt6ms do not occur.

Tlley provide, moreover, a gauge by wlhich we mlay measure
l the merits aniid demerits of rival methods of treatment,
according as thev endeavour merely to remove the patient's
symptomis, or to attacki the more fundamental causes of
which the symptoms are only an expression.

ANXIETY NEIuRosEs.
We may now pass on to consider a type of case for whose

treatment a more advanced knowledge of psychological
processes is required, and we may select for this purpo
another example of a war psychoneurosis, of a kind to
which the name "anxiety neurosis " has been applied.
A soldier after some months of service at the front,

including several episodes of a particularly distressing
character, breaks down, and when we see him some weeks
later presents the following clinical picture. As lhe enters
the room we observe a generalized tremor, much accen-
tuated by any emotiolnal disturbance; he starts violently

--.j
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when the door shuts behiud him, and we note that the
palnsof his hands are wet withsweat. He tells us that
Iiis sleep is disturbed by dreams, in which he is once more

lghting in the front line, and from which he wakes in

perror. These dreams are a frequent feature ofthe war

psychoneuroses, and have been generally christened by
the name of"battle dreams." The patient complains,
moreover, that he is unable to concentrate his thoughts,
gnd that he becomes promptly fatigued whenever he
attempts anyplhysical or mental exercise.
When we investigate the psychological factors responsible

for this condition we do not find any "conviction" com-

parable to that whici constituted the proximate cause in
the hysterical case previously considered. On questioning
the patient,lhowever, we soon discover thathe displays
a certain noteworthy attitude towards the experienceshle
has passed through in thewar. If we ask him whether
ile ever tlhinks of hiis life in France,he promptly replies
that he does everythinghe possibly can to avoid thlinking
about it. He carefully occupies his mind with other things
to prevent the memories of what hehas endured entering
consciousness, avoids any newspapers or otlher literatur6
wlhich might recall themii to hiim, and turns away whenever
his comrades introduce tlle subject of the war. He points
out, mnoreover, that, if in spite of his efforts the forbidden
memories force themselves upon him, he immediately
becomes agitated, tremulous, and terror stricken. In a

word, he finds that certain memories are inexpressibly
painful to him, and he therefore endeavours to keep them
at arm's length and so far ashe can to forget them.
Now this attitude is not a mere symptom to be added to

the list of those already described; it is an actual cause of
the latter. In order to understandlhow this may be it will
be necessary to devoto a moment to the consideration of
certain psychological principles. Wlhen the memory of an
important emotional episode is thrustout of consciousness
it does itot thereby cease to exist. It is merely driven
beneath the surface of consciousness, as it were, imprisoned
in the depths of the mind, and prevented from entering
consciousness by the interposition of a barrier. This
barrier is not, of course, an actual entity, but is constituted
by thlose psychological processes of repulsion, occupation
of the mindwith other things, and so forth, whichhave
already been described. The barrier prevents the direct
entry of the offending memories into consciousness, but
it cannot prevent them from influencing consciousness

indirectly, and thereby producing certain characteristic
symptoms.
Applying these principles to the case under considera.

tion the actiual state of affairs may be stated as follows:
The patient's war memories are subjected to the " repres-

sive" process wlhich has just been described, and are

thereby prevented from entering consciousness directly.
Nevertheless, certain elements of the offending memories
iinfluence consciousness indirectly, and are responsible for
the tremors and " jumpiness" which we observe in our

patient. These last tnay be regarded, of course, as physio-
logical manifestations of the fear which attaches to the
buried memories. Again, although the barrier can be
maintained during the hours of waking activity, it is
inevitably relaxed so soon as the patient composes himself
for sleep, the memories emerge into consciousness, and the
resulting emotional agitation accounts for the patient's
insomnia. When sleep does finally supervene the barrier
is almost completely removed, and the released memories
are thus free to provide the material of the well-known
battle dreams. Lastly, the exhaustion of energy produced
by the lack of harmony and conflict in the patient's mind
explains, in soein part at least, the rapid fatigue which
arises whenever any mental or physical exercise is
attempted.

So soon as the existence of this mechlanism lhas been
ascertained the main indication for treatment is at once

obvious. If the repression is responsible for the symptoms
the repression must be removed. In the first place, the
state of affairs must be fully explained to the patient, and
he must be made to understand that his attitude, although

apparently dictated by common sense, is really the imme-
diate cause of his troubles. The explanation is not diffi.
cult, and can be put into language easily comprehensible
to men of mediocre intelligence and education. Tie next

stage is to instruct the patient how this attitude maybe
corrected. The objects to be attained are clearly the
abolition of the barrier and of the repulsion which has

produced that barrier. Translated into everyday language,
this means that the patient must get used to his war
memories, so that he may regard with comparativo
equanimity those past events whose recollection now fills
him with anguish and terror. He must be persuaded to
describe them fully to the physician, to face them squarely
rather than toshun them, and to accustom himself to
discuss them with his comrades. To begin with, the
process will be extremely painful and distressing, but this
aspect will steadily diminish with the continuation of
the treatment. The abolition of the repulsion is aided
materially by constantly impressing upon the patient that
the events in question are past and are now merely
memories, and by endeavouring to elicit every circum-
stance wllich will place them in a more favourable and
less distressing light. That is to say, every means must
be used to alter the perspective in which these memories
are regarded, so that they-will no longer be outlaws in the
mind, as it were, but will fall into their proper place in the
mental structure." When this reinttegration of the re-
pressed elements has been attained, wlhen the patient can
describe and discuss the events ofhis war experience witl
equanimity, tllen the symptoms due to the repression will
naturally disappear.
In cases of tllis type it will be found that, behind the

proximate causes just dealt with, there lie more remote
causes of much the samelnature as those elicited in tlhe
hysterical case described in a preceding section. Here
also these causes must be taken into accortnt and suitably
treated if a satisfactory result is to be attaihed. Fipally,
a process of re-education must be carried out, in order to
train the mental and pllysical activities gradually back to
normal functioning.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
It will be observed that two out of the three cases wlhiclhlhave been selected for description are war cases. This

circumstance is not entirely fortuitous. Owing to the
comparatively simple character of tlle psychogenic factors
in the pure war psychoneuroses, and the corresponding
simplicity of analysis and treatmenit in these cases, they
areadmirably adapted for a demonstration of the essential
nature and principles of psychotherapy. A large number
of the psychoneurotic cases met witlh in civiliah practice
have a far longer history, and a correspondingly more
complicated etiology and structure, and their treatment
therefore requires more elaborate metlhods and a more
extensive knowledge of psychopathology. Nevertheless,
the broad principles which have been described hlold good
lere also, and so long as they are constantly kept in view
the problem presented by each individual case can be
satisfactorily attacked.
A careful examination of the cases considered in this

lecture will disclose the fact that in each instance the
patient has failed to adapt himself adequately to a par-
ticular situation, and the psychoneurosis has arisen
because the psychological factors in that situation have
been wrongly adjusted. This is the characteristic feature
of all the psychoneuroses, both of war and peace, and
once it is grasped it becomes clear that the onlyrational
treatment for these conditions must consist in the elucida-
tion and adjustment of the factors which are at fault. In
the light of this principle, the futility of rest cures and
voyages is immediately apparent, for the patient's troubles
are in his mind, and he takes them with him wherever he
may be sent. A rest cure may be an excellent adjuvant
measure, and a voyage may be a valuable help in con-
valescence, but tinless the factors responsible for the
disorder are properly dealt with, both are worse than
ineffectual. The physician who undertakes the treatment
of these cases must not be satisfied until he has ascer-
tained the situation to which the patient has failed to
adapt himself, the psvehological factors which have con-
ditioned the lack of adjustment, and the mode in whicl
these factors have acted. If I were required to sum up
in a sentence the essential features of the modern treat-
ment of functional nervous disorders, I should say that

they consist in taking into account not only the physical
antecedents of tlhe patient, but also his psychological
antecedents, and in the devising of methods whereby
the morbid psychological processes can be rectified.

* For a fuller description of this method of treatment see W. H. R.

Rivers, Repression of War Experience, Proceedings of the RoyalSocieLa- of Medicine,1918.
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In conclusion, it may be pointed out that in the space of
a single lecture it lhas naturally been impossible to attempt
mnore than a sketchl of general principles, and the cases
selected for description have been dealt witli in an unduly
siwnl)lified manner in order to bring into relief the facts
essential for our purpose. Thlroughlout thje lecture, more-
over, emnphasis lhas been laid on the psyclhological factors
in causation and treatment, because tlle recognitioni of
their importance is the keynote of modern metlhods of
treatnment.
This must not be taken to mean, lhowever, that plysical

factors are of no account in these disorders. On the
contrary, they must be carefully estimnated and suitably
treated. Recent researelies in endocrinology protmise
that in the future a flood of liglht will be thrown upoIi
thje nature of the plhysical factors which play a part in
thle psyclioneuroses, aud in particular upon that vague but
vastly important thing we call "constitutional predispos,
tion." i tllis field, moreover, it seenms possible that tlhe
physiologist and the psyclhologist will ultimnately find a
meeting place in which tlley can join hands and adjust
tlleir claimus.

APPENDICECTOMY BY A NEW ROUTE.
BY

R. H. ANGLIN WHITELOCKE, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S.,
HONORtARY SURGE'ON, ItADCLIFFE INFIltMARY AND COUNTY HOSPITAL,

OXFORD, AND LITCHFIELD l.ECTURiEt IN CLINICAL BURGERY
IN THE UtNlVE1SlTY.

THE operation here described is designed for the removal
of tlle appendix vermiformilis thirough the right iliac fossa
in cases wliere no genieral exploration of the abdoniinal
cavity is called for-tlhat is, il acute cases ratlher tlha
chronic. Tihe mnetlhod is a muscle-
splittitng one, and(;ias proved so suc-
cessful that I empl)oy it in preference
to all otliers. Indeed, its Advantages,
anatomical, snrgical, aud clinical,
appear sufflcient to jlustify its general
adoptioni in suitable cases as a sub-
stitute for thle procedures in general
use.

I.-INCISION AND APPROACH.
The inlcision used for opening tle

abdomiien m.,ty from its anatomical
situation be described as tle para-
ilio-spitio-ingninal (or ilio- iuguinal for
brevity's salke), and is miade lhalf an
inich or less internial or medial to
and parallel withl the anterior superior
SDi1e Of the ili.umj, or as near to if.

FIG. 1S.-eparation of the tibres of the
,uternal oblique muscle.

hiave been freely separated and any bleeding stanehe(d
the retractors are remnoved and replaced at right angles to
their former position so as to pull and hold the fibres
apart, tlhus exposing the transversalis fascia. Tllis fascia.
usually tlhin, may at times be somewlhat tlhickened and(l
resistant, and tlhrouglh it the exploring finger ascertains
tlhe precise condition of tlle subjacent peritoneum. Up to
tlis stage the procedure is identical for all forms an(d
stages of appendicitis, whetlher acute or chronic, simple or
"' interval," witlh or witlhout abscess. In uncomplicated
cases, and whlenever there is no evidence of suppuration,
as may usually be determined by palpation of the peri-

tonaeuim througlh the transversalis
fascia, tllis fascia and the peritoneuri
are seized witlh blunt-pointed catchl
forceps and divided in a direction
parallel witlh thje skin incision, medial
or internal to the reflection of the
parietal peritotieum on to the iliac
fossa, deep to and parallel with the
inguinal (Poupart's) ligament.
Where, however, an abscess is

present or suspected, it is safer to
turn the peritoneum inwards or
medialwards from its seat of reflection
behind Poupart's ligament and to
open it posteriorly from the iliac fossa.
Thje transversalis fascia and peri-
toneum are usually divided together
in a line parallel with the skin in-
cision. but they may he cut trrans.

as practicable. Tflie anterior iliac spine, a constant and
definite landmarlk, wlich is easily felt or denonistrated
however obese the subject, forms the centre. The cut
is carried above anld below this point to an equal extent
and parallel with tlhe iliac crest and spine and the
.attaclhed inguinal (Poupart's) ligyanient. The length of
the incision varies witlh the size of the individual, but
usually need not be longer than 21 in., although it may
be extended in eitlher or bothl

versely as with the deep muscles, if the incision is likely
to require enlargement. The peritoneal opening shoulil
be made as free as the skin and muscle divisions allow,
and the edges caught and held apart securely with a paic
of blunt-pointed catcli-forceps. These instruments are
attaclhed near to the extremities of eachi edge, and serve
to retain the cut edges of the peritoneum, acting as re-
tractors during the subsequent manipulations. The forceps

should be blunt, lest they wound
directions if requited.

Thie cut at once divides the
skin, subcutaneous fascia, and
aponeurosis of tlhe external
oblique muscle to its full lengtl,
when an assistant, armed witl
a pair of blunt rectangular
retractors, holds the edges apart,
whilst tlhe muscular fibres of
the internal oblique niuscle are
dtfined and exposed to view.
At this stage a wlhite line of
varying distinctness mn ay
usually (rouglhly in about 58 per
cent. of cases noted) be seen
passing across the muscle
almost lhorizontally, in a direc-
tion from thle anterior superior
spine of tlhe ilium to the middle
line of tlle body; this line,
which is bloodless, indicates
a natural division of the

FIG. 2.-Delivery of the caecum ancl appencux tnrough
the wound.

muscle into an upper and lower section. With this line as
a guide (tlhe same direction must be followed when no line
is visible) tlhe tliick fibres of the muscle are incised and
then separated with the aid of a blunt instrument such as
a Kocher's director, or by tlje gloved index finger (Fig. 1).
The subjacent transversalis muscle is then similarly
treated, its fibrcs being separated at the same time and by
tlle same mauceuvre to the full extent allowed by the skin
incision. As soon as the fibrvs 4f theso horizontal muscles

C

the bowel; moreover, unless
the peritoneal opening is amplu
there may be difficulty in re-
placing the viscus at a later
stage. Wlhen the abdomen is
opened, the viscus first seen is
generally (86 per cent. of cases
noted) large intestine, eithuL
the first part of the ascendi}ng
colon or, less frequently, tlhe
caecum. Except in childreu
and in abscess cases the omen-
tum or transverse colon are
rarelv seen, still less often is
the small gut observed, except
in cases of excessive intestinal
paralysis and distension due to
a generalized septic peritonitis.

II.-TREATMENT OF THE
APPENDIX.

The large intestine is rnov
seized,. and drawn gently upwards tlhrouglh the wound.
its anterior muscular band serving as a guide, until
thle caecum witlh its appendix is delivered through
tlhe wound (Fig. 2). When the appendix happens to
be retrocaecal-a condition more frequently found than
is reported-and is therefore sessile, or is otherwise
adherent so that it cannot be delivered complete
throvgh tlle opening witlhout risk or injury, it is wiser
to detach' the caecum at once, to deliver it througlh
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